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Coffee beans of Angola, Brazil and Columbia varieties were
selected for utilization in studies designed to determine whether
differences existed among them relative to extractable organic
polymers (i.e,, proteins, deoxyribonucleic acid, sugars, ribonucleic
acid), lipids and caffeine during heating at temperatures of 30, 40,
50, 60, 70, 80 and 90 C for a period of one hour. This investigation
also was designed to explore differences in the behavior of these
organic polymers which might exist among different varieties of beans
when they were heated at 90 C (the roasting temperature). Colorimetric
and spectrophotometric assay procedures were employed for quantitative
determination of these organic polymers. Column chromatography, using
iii
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diethylaminoethyl (DEAE) cellulose as an absorbent, was used to
fractionate the various organic polymers.
The results indicated that the percentage of soluble organic
components per fresh weight of beans increased almost proportionally
with the increase in temperature for the heat treatment. The Angola
variety showed a marked difference from Brazil and Columbia varieties
both in amounts of soluble constituents and in the molecular character
of these polymers on fractionation on a OEAE column. These data
suggest that the Angola coffee bean is probably a better variety from a
nutritional aspect. The loss in the fresh weight of beans was in
linear relationship with increase in temperature and was about the
same in all the experimental varieties.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Seeds of most plant species exhibit little metabolic activity
unless they are exposed to a suitable environment for germination.
Most seeds exhibit life activities only when their internal tissues,
such as endosperm, cotyledon and others, swell as a result of
Imbibition and absorption of water.
Almost all organic polymers undergo hydrolysis when exposed to
a high temperature and give rise to residues ranging from oligomeric
to monomeric forms. For example, proteins can form amino acid residues
by breakage of peptide linkages. Sugar pol3miers can undergo repeated
hydrolysis at glycosidic linkages to give rise to single monosaccharide
units. Hydrolysis is also possible between 3'5' phosphodiester
linkages among bases in nucleic acids yielding mononucleotides as
products. High temperatures also act on hydrogen bonds and result in
changing the level of organization of organic polymers to monomeric
forms. For example, double stranded DNA can be denatured to single
stranded DNA by elevated temperature. Highly organized secondary and
tertiary structures of protein can be transfomed into primary structure.
Since theoretically, the degree of hydrolysis will be greater at
higher tenqperatures, in order to yield more monomeric residues from
higher polymers, solubility of organic components will probably increase
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when water is used as a solvent. The advantage of monomeric residues
over polymeric complexes is that they have a greater probability of
going into solution when water is used as a solvent. To appreciate
this from a theoretical approach, one must consider that water is
widely known as a universal solvent. Salisbury and Ross (1969)
suggested that water has a high dielectric constant, and most polar
compounds can be dissolved in it. Even non-electrolytes can be
dissolved in water by fitting into holes formed by cubic lattices in
the molecular rearrangement of water.
The effects of various temperatures on native seed tissues as
manifested by the solubility of organic components in water may be
used as a tool in looking for ideal roasting temperatures in the
coffee processing Industries with an interest in retaining the desired
amount of the various components in the liquor. Although numerous
trial-and-error techniques have been attempted to establish the ideal
roasting temperatures for coffee beans relative to obtaining maximum
aroma and flavor to the coffee liquor, only a minimal systematic
approach has been undertaken to denote changes of organic components
in the liquor when roasting temperature was the variable in the
experimental design.
The first preliminary investigation of chemical changes in
coffee beans due to roasting was performed by Schwartz and Wagner
(1935), This work was incomplete since the time period for roasting
and extraction was not kept constant for all treatments, Winton and
Winton (1937) reported that roasting caused most of the water to
evaporate, caramelized a large part of sugar and developed the
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coffee aroma. Hylander and Stanley (1941) described roasting as a
process in which aroma, color and final product are determined.
Andres (1954) reported the loss of oil and wax from coffee beans in
temperatures above 500°F. Kjaergaard (1970) reported the hydrolysis
of hemicellulose into water soluble components due to roasting of
beans. Winton and Winton (1937) reported a slight loss in caffeine
content due to roasting of beans. These are some of the major findings
which explain the importance of the roasting process on the organic
constituents of coffee beans. Since proteins, carbohydrates and lipids
constitute a major part of human nutrition, a question can be raised
if the maximum amounts of these nutrients can be contributed to the
extract by the selection of a suitable roasting temperature. Since
Hylander and Stanley (1941) have reported that different varieties of
coffee beans require different temperatures for roasting, it will
therefore be of interest to study the differences in the amounts of
soluble organic constituents as affected by various roasting tempera¬
tures from different varieties of coffee beans. Since many organic
constituents degrade above certain high temperatures, it will be of
importance from the viewpoint of basic research if a technique can be
developed to show the relative level of degradation in organic
polymers among varieties when exposed to the same roasting temperatures.
The loss in the fresh weight of beans due to roasting has always
been an economic loss in the coffee industry. It will be qf great
commercial interest to find out which variety demonstrates the least
loss in fresh weight when treated in the same roasting temperature.
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Since caffeine in coffee beans has always been considered as a stimu¬
lant and its beneficial effect on human physiology is a matter of
argtiment, the study of soluble caffeine content in beans as
affected by various roasting temperatures deserves consideration.
The objectives of this investigation were as follows;
1. To determine what percentage of fresh
weight was lost due to roasting at
various temperatures.
2. To demonstrate what percentage of fresh
weight constituted the soluble fraction
of sugar, lipid, protein, nucleic acids
and caffeine in the aqueous extracts
from ground beans roasted at various
temperatures.
3. To determine the concentration of
organic components in the aqueous
extracts when the roasting tempera¬
ture was variable.
4. To observe varietal differences which may
exist among coffee beans in terms of
extractable organic components in the
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aqueous extracts after being subjected
to different temperatures,
5. To demonstrate an ideal roasting tempera¬
ture for a constant time period for
different varieties of coffee beans
relative to retaining the maximum
amount of desirable organic components
in the liquor,
6. To observe the level of degradation of
organic polsrmers as affected by roasting




Coffee (Coffea) includes at least twenty species of shrubs and
trees conmon to the old world, many of which are from Africa. The
)
coffee shrub,which is the source, of our beverage,is native to
Abyssinia; the name may have been derived from the province of Kaffa
in that country. Coffee was in use in Abyssinia in the fifteenth
century, but beyond that date its history is obscure. Approximately
some five hundred years ago, coffee plants were introduced to Arabia
from Northern Africa. Until the end of the seventeenth century, most
of the coffee came from the Molcha variety grown in Arabia. Meanwhile
the plant was being introduced elsewhere in tropical areas and finally
reached Brazil about 1770. Because of the great demand, large in¬
dustries processing green coffee beans have been established. Routine
investigations are also being carried on with an aim toward improving
the flavor and taste of coffee liquor.
Andres (1954) reviewed in detail the process of roasting
coffee. The commercial roasting of green coffee is the most important
step in coffee processing. Until the middle of the last century,
coffee-roasting was generally done at home with crude utensils over a
wood or charcoal fire. As the importance of roasting gradually became
obvious, resourceful coffeemen developed suitable machinery in urban
areas. The progress of roasting was judged by the odor and quantity
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of smoke arising from the coffee beans. It was discovered that as the
beans were roasted, their color changed from green to brown during
roasting depending upon the amount of heat absorbed, the rapidity with
which it was absorbed and the temperatures at which the heat was
applied. When beans were evenly roasted, they permitted the maximum
extraction of flavor and aroma by the chemical changes occurring
during the roasting process. The discovery of a low-temperature
process in the early 1930*s perfected roasted coffee. Prior to this
innovation, coffee was subjected to heat reaching 2,000 F over a
period ranging from 18 to 20 minutes. The high temperature burned
the outer portion of the bean, and often charred the inner portion.
Much of the oil and wax, which carry coffee’s flavor elements, were
decomposed and lost in the fumes ascending from the oven. Experiments
revealed that these undesirable effects were avoided when the tempera¬
ture of the coffee beans was kept below 500 F. At this temperature,
the beans were roasted at the center and surface at the same time.
The oil and wax were not dissipated and the maximum flavor and aroma
potential remained in the bean.
Although modern coffee plants differ slightly in the chain of
handling process, the basic processing steps in all plants are similar,
though the blends produced differ vastly. Most plants are located in
multi-storied buildings and when the bags of green coffee arrive from
the dock or warehouse, the beans are dumped into chutes leading from
an upper to a lower floor. As they fall, an air-separator removes lint,
dust and other materials lighter than the beans themselves. The beans
fall into a bin and are then scooped up by buckets on an endless chain
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to be returned to a blending machine. In this giant rotating cylinder,
all the different types of coffee which comprise the processor’s blends
are mixed according to the specifications which have been established
by the blender in the sampling room. The mixing process is exceedingly
thorough. The beans are tossed about at a high speed until every
one-pound sample is absolutely alike. When the process is completed,
the beans fall by gravity to a lower storage floor where the beans
are ready for roasting. After the roasting is completed in temperature
controlled cylinders, the beans are passed over an inclined chute and a
cooling pan in which they are stirred while a powerful draft of cool
air halts any further ’development’.
The history of coffee roasting technology was reviewed in
detail by Lee (1961). In this report, he discussed the problem of
losing aroma due to the roasting of beans and the efforts made for the
recovery of aroma to the roasted beans. Pintauro (1969) reviewed the
chemistry and technology of roasting in great detail. Fluid-solids
contact method, roasting with self apparatus, pressure roasting, roasting
with dielectric heating, heating with molten wax are some of the methods
discussed in this report.
Clarke (1971) reported in detail the steps involved from
harvesting green beans to the final brewing of roasted beans. He
classified the processing of green beans as natural and wet processing.
In wet processing pulping and mucilage removal are two extra steps
taken prior to the drying of beans by hot air circulation. The main
steps involved in the processing of coffee beans are harvesting, drying,
hulling, grading, roasting, grinding and vacuuming or gas packing.
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Different techniques for extraction from roasted ground beans
have been developed over the years, Pintauro (1969) reviewed in great
detail the chemistry and technology involved in the process of extraction,
which is technically termed as brewing. In general terms it can be
stated that coffee brewing takes place near 212 F and usually yields
less than 20% soluble solids. Many factors Influence flavor charac¬
teristics of brewed coffee. They are the size and bulk densities of
greqn beans, chemical composition of green beans, blend of green coffee,
roasting techniques, degree of roast, color of roast, chemical composi¬
tion of roasted coffee, bulk density of roasted coffee, particle size
distribution of ground coffee, water composition, temperature of water,
weight of coffee, degree of contact between water and coffee, wettability
of ground coffee, time of contact, separation of beverage from grounds,
clarity of beverage, length of holding before drinking and temperature
during holding period.
Pintauro (1969) reported that coffee beverages have 1 — 1,35%
solubles. The solubles represent 15 — 20% of the roasted bean, depending
upon the thoroughness of extraction, method of extraction, fineness of the
grind and other factors. Experience has indicated that a degree of extrac¬
tion from 18—22% of the weight of the roasted coffee is optimum for the
desirable flavor and aroma of the brew. According to Punnett (1961) most
tap waters, when used for coffee brewing, will decrease the extent of flavor
extraction because of the presence of calcium and magnesium salts.
Kjaergaard (1970) recommended the continuous extraction method as a
better means of making instant coffee. According to him the soluble
matters represent a maximum possible yield of 24 — 30% of the dry.
roasted and ground coffee. By using temperatures as high as 190 C
and the corresponding pressures, a ntjanber of substances in the beans,
e.g., hemicellulose, are hydrolyzed into water-soluble compounds.
Clarke (1971) reported that the composition of roasted coffee extracts
is often examined for the purpose of analyzing the roasted coffee
itself rather than for determining the composition of a household brew,
which is less exhaustively extracted.
Systematic investigations as to the chemistry of coffee beans
and the chemical changes involved in roasting were started in 1930.
Bengis and Anderson (1932, 1934) reported their extensive studies
concerning the nature of lipids in coffee beans. They observed that
the unsaponifiable fraction of the fat, extracted from the freshly
roasted coffee, contained a highly unsaturated, strongly optically
active product together with one or more sterols. The unsaturated
fatty acids, representing about 52 — 54% of the total acids, were
composed of approximately equal parts of oleic and linoleic acids.
The solid saturated fatty acids were composed mainly of palmitic acid,
but small amounts of stearic acid and a tetracosanic acid were also
present. No appreciable loss or change in the amount of fat of
coffee beans was noticed due to roasting or aging. Schwartz and
Wagner (1935) studied chemical changes occurring in the roasting of
coffee. They studied moisture, sugar, lipid and caffeine content at
temperatures of 200 and 225 C. They found that soluble fatty acids
were small in quantity and showed no definite tendency towards increase
or decrease. Insoluble fatty acids showed little change. There was
a progressive decrease in sucrose content with a corresponding increase
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in the reducing sugar content when the roasting temperature was
Increased. It was discovered that the moisture and caffeine content
decrease in severely roasted coffee. Although these observations
are very useful in understanding the effect of high temperature upon
coffee beans, no sound comparison could be made among different
treatments since the duration for roasting and extraction was not kept
constant. Schuette and his coworkers (1934) studied the characteristics
and composition of coffee bean oil. The important physical and chemical
constants and the approximate percentage composition of a sample of
wax-free coffee oil were determined. It was discovered that the palmitic
and llnoleic acids were the predominating acids. They are accompanied
by myristic, stearic, arachldic and oleic acids. Johnston and Frey
(1938) reported the results of studies on the volatile constituents of
roasted coffee, and the utilization of high vacuum distillation for
isolating the volatile aroma and flavor components of roasted coffee
was described. The identification of diacetyl, methylacetylacarbinol,
furan, furfuraldehyde, furfuryl alcohol, acetaldehyde, pyridine and
hydrogen sulfide was reported by these same investigations. Winton and
Winton (1938) reported studies on the influence of roasting on the
composition of coffee beans. According to these workers, raw coffee,
aside from water, contains protein, caffeine, oil, sugar, dextrins, pentosans,
cellulose, ash, and various acids and minor constituents. Hylander and
Stanley (1941) described roasting as a process in which the aroma, flavor
and color of the final product are determined. Different varieties of
coffee require different temperatures and times for roasting. Hylander
(1956) held that the process of roasting was responsible for the delicate
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aroma and flavor of coffee. The flavor was due in part to the develop¬
ment of the aromatic oil caffeine during the roasting process. The
physiological stimulation resulting from coffee drinking is due to
the presence of the drug caffeine. Punnett (1961) reported that most
of the water present in green beans was lost during roasting and
that the moisture content of roasted coffee was generally about two
percent. According to Pintauro (1969) many types of chemical re¬
actions take place during roasting, among these are oxidation, reduction,
hydrolysis, polymerization and decarboxylation. The sugars and
proteins break down to aldehydes, alcohols and acids. Starches are
hydrolyzed to smaller molecules of dextrins and simple sugars. Whether
or not caffeine is beneficial or harmful to human physiology is a
debatable topic,, Winton and Winton (1938) reported that on the
assumption that caffeine might have an injurious effect on human health;
several processes were patented for the removal of caffeine from
coffee. According to Andres (1954), the moderate usage of coffee has
a beneficial, therapeutic action on the body. It acts as a moderate





Three varieties of coffee beans were used for the study of the
effect of roasting temperatures on soluble organic constituents. The
coffee beans were obtained from Maxwell House, General Foods Corpora¬
tion, White Plains, New York, during 1969-70. Their names and
descriptions are as follows:
Angola: This variety is native to Africa and belongs to the species
Coffea robusta and family Rubiaceae. The hulled beans of
this variety are pale green to brown in color and ovate in
shape. Most of them look like peanut seeds longitudinally
halved. The sizes of the beans usually range from 6.5 — 9.5
mm in length and 4.5 — 7.5 mm in width. The weight of the
individual beans usually ranged from 90 — 175 mg.
Brazil: This variety is native to Brazil, South America and belongs
to the species Coffea arabica. The hulled beans of this
variety are pale green in color with mixtures of brown in
some beans. These beans are very similar in size and shape
with those of the Angola variety. The sizes of the beans
usually range from 7.0 — 9.5 mm in length and 4.5 — 7.5 mm
in width. The weight of the individual beans usually
ranges from 93 — 175 mg.
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Columbia: This variety is native to Columbia, South America and
belongs to the species Coffea arabica. The hulled beans
of this variety are very similar to those of the Brazil
variety in color and shape but the size is larger. The
sizes of these beans usually range from 7.0 — 10,5 mm
in length and 4.5 — 7.5 mm in width. The weight of the
individual beans usually ranges from 100 — 200 mg.
The hulled coffee beans of the above varieties were stored in
separate sealed containers at 0 C until they were used in the experi¬
ments. Ill-developed or even slightly infected beans were discarded
whenever detected. Thus only well-developed healthy beans were selected
for studies. Beans representing each variety used in the experiments
are shown in Fig. 1.
Methods of Procedure
Successive steps in the methodology of this investigation were
as follows:
1, Grinding and roasting of green beans
In this investigation a grinding process was used prior to
roasting in order to assure uniform distribution of heat in tissues of beans
during the roasting process. The coffee beans were ground with a
20-mesh sieve in a Wiley mill. The beans of different varieties were
preweighed to 50 gram packages and were kept in cold storage except
for the period of grinding.
The ground beans were roasted on flat aluminiun pans of uniform
size in a temperature controlled oven. The experimental seed materials
Fig. 1. Experimental varieties of coffee beans
showing partial morphology.
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were roasted at 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80 and 90 C for one hour at each
temperature. Different sets of ground beans were used for roasting
at different temperatures after which they were returned to their
cold storage and held for further analysis. Although previous
roasting experiments were performed at a very high temperature such
as 2000 F for about 20 min as reported by Andres (1954) It was noted
that the high temperatures burned the outer portion of the bean and
often charred the Inner portion. Most of the oil and wax, which
carry the coffee flavor elements, were decomposed and lost In fumes
ascending from the ovens. With this concept In mind, the current
research was designed to perform roasting In relatively low tempera¬
ture ranges, using ground beans while increasing the time requirement
to one hour. This method not only allowed the ground beans to be
roasted In their entirety. It also minimized the undesirable loss of
organic constituents to a great extent.
After roasting, each sample was weighed separately before being
placed In storage. The percentage loss In fresh weight demonstrated the
loss of moisture and other volatile components for a specific treatment.
2, Aqueous extraction from coffee beans.
Water was acidified with sulphuric acid to pH 6.0 with an
objective of obtaining more solubles In the extract through the
hydrolysis of complex polysaccharides In beans. This practice was
similar to extraction techniques for soluble materials In coffee beans
as described by Plntauro (1969) and Kjaergaard (1970). Extractions were
carried out In the temperature ovens Instead of boiling the ground
roasted beans with the water directly over flame. Each ground and
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roasted bean sample was extracted with 200 ml of acidulated water for
an hour. Five hundred ml beakers were used for extraction, and all
samples were removed from the oven, the liquid portion was separated
from the remaining solid portion by passing the preparation through
eight layers of cheese cloth. The pH of these filtrates varied from
4.5 — 5.5, and they were adjusted to 7.0 using saturated sodium
hydroxide solution. The filtrates were then centrifuged at 10,000 rpm
for 10 min and the resultant supernatants were centrifuged ag^in at
15,000 rpm for 15 min at 0 C. All pellets and supernatants were saved
in clean sealed bottles at 0 C for further analyses. Following the
extraction process a 90 — 95 ml volume was consistently recorded. These
volumes were then brought up to 100 ml by adding distilled water.
They were then stored at 0 C until they were used for analysis. Thus,
100 ml of clear extract represented 50 grams of fresh weight for any
individual treatment.
3. Estimation of soluble proteins
The standard assay procedure as developed by Lowry and his co¬
workers (1951) using Folin Phenol Reagent and standard bovine senna
albumin solution, was thought to be very convenient because of its
rapidity and ability to quantitate small microgram fractions of soluble
proteins. One ml of known amount of protein solution or diluted
extract was incubated with 3 ml of reagent C (see Appendix A) for 30 min
and then with 0.5 ml of Folin Phenol Reagent for 20 min in a 37 C
water bath, at which time the color was developed. The final solutions
were cobled and optical densities were read at 660 in a G/K Turner
colorimeter against the reagent blank. In this experiment, 0.01 ml of
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each extract equivalent to 5 mg fresh weight was brought to 1 ml
with distilled water before being subjected to assay reagents. Micro¬
grams of soluble protein in each ml of extract were calculated from
the standard curve. By using this information the percentage of
soluble proteins in fresh weight of beans, and also concentration
of soluble proteins in the extracts were calculated in terms of grams
per 100 ml of extract,
4. Estimation of soluble sugars
The method chosen for the estimation of soluble sugar in this
research is a standard and rapid one and was applied extensively by
Deriaz (1961) for routine analysis of carbohydrates in plant materials.
A fraction of extract from each treatment was deleaded by adding
minute amounts of saturated neutral lead acetate and sodium sulfate
solution successively and filtering out the precipitate in each case.
The process was repeated until complete deleading was ensured. Glucose
standard curve was prepared by using appropriate aliquots of a standard
glucose solution. Five ml of freshly prepared enthrone reagent (see
Appendix B) were added to each sdmple. It was mixed thoroughly by an
automatic stirrer and heated in a boiling water bath for 15 min keeping
the tubes covered to prevent evaporation. It was again cooled to
room temperature, and the optical densities at 625 mji were determined
with a G/K Turner colorimeter using a reagent blank. Deleaded extract
consisting of 0,5 ml from each sample equivalent to 1 mg fresh
weight of green beans was made up to 1 ml with distilled water before
being exposed to the enthrone reagent. Extract samples were treated
in the same way as the standards for enthrone assay. Micrograms of
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sugar per ml of extract were calculated- from the standard curve. The
results were expressed as percentage of soluble sugar in fresh weight
of beans and also as grams of soluble sugar per 100 ml of extract.
5. Estimation of soluble lipids
Many solvents, such as alcohol, benzene, acetone, etc., can
be used for extraction of lipids from native tissues. Petroleum
ether has proved to be one of the best solvents for extraction of
lipids from native tissues. The method followed in this investigation
was reported by Horwitz (1965) for estimation of lipids. Five ml of
extract from each treatment were dried under a vacuum to solid powder
from which lipids were extracted three times each with 50 ml of
petroleum ether for 20 min. Occasional stirring was done by using
glass rods, and the extracts were separated by gently pipetting out the
liquid portion. All of the extracts for one particular treatment were
collected in a pre-weighed Petri dish and the ether was allowed to
evaporate off under a hood. Subsequently the Petri dishes were re-weighed
and the amount of extracted lipids in the form of solid powder was
obtained from the differences in weights of the Petri dishes. The
process was repeated for each sample. Finally, using this information,
a percent of lipids in fresh weight of beans and grams of lipids in
100 ml extract were calculated, with 5 ml of extract representing 2.5 g
of fresh weight of beans.
6. Estimation of RNA in the extract
In this investigation phenol extraction, as described by
Kirby (1956), and spectrophotometric assay procedure, as developed
by Fleck and Begg (1965), were followed. The steps for isolation
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and estimation of RNA are as follows:
Five ml of extract from each treatment were diluted to 10 ml.
Ten ml of 90% phenol were added to it and the solutions were shaken
for 30 min in a low speed shaker. Next, the suspensions were cooled
at 0 C for 5 min. The solutions were then centrifuged at 5,000 rpm
for 10 min at 0 C, The upper aqueous layers were gently removed and
the lower brown phenol layer and the intermediate layer containing
denatured protein (phenol phase) were discarded. The aqueous layers
from various samples were centrifuged at 10,000 rpm for 5 min to ensure
complete removal of the phenol phase. One-tenth volume of 20%
potassium acetate (pH 5.0) was added to the aqueous layer and then
RNA was precipitated by adding 2 volumes of cold absolute ethanol.
The solutions were kept at 0 C for 10 min in an ice bath before
collecting the precipitate by centrifugation at 5,000 rpm for 10 min
at 0 C. At room temperature, the precipitate was.washed once with
ethanoltwater (3:1) and once with absolute ethanol by repeated suspen¬
sion and centrifugation at 5,000 rpm for 10 min at 0 C, and the
precipitated RNA was air-dried. Ten ml of phosphate buffer (pH 7.0)
and 2.5 ml of 0.6 N cold perchloric acid were added to each sample,
and the solution left at 0 C for 20 min. Next, the preparation was
centrlliUged at 15,000 rpm for 15 min and the supernatants were dis¬
carded. The pellets were washed with 0.2 N perchloric acid by
suspension and centrifugation at 15,000 rpm for 15 min. The super¬
natants were discarded and 4 ml of 0.3 N KOH were added to the pellets.
All samples were then incubated in a 37 C water bath for 60 min.
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After incubation the solutions were allowed to cool and 2 ml of 1.2 N
cold perchloric acid were added to each sample, which was held at 0 C
for 20 min. Samples were then centrifuged at 10,000 rpm for lO min in
the cold and supernatants were collected. The optical densities of the
final supernatants were determined at 260 and 232 with a Beckman DBG
spectrophotometer. Although the absorption maximum of pure RNA is at
260 mji, purity of the Isolated RNA was checked by the ratios of optical
densities at 260 and 232 n^. If the ratios were more than 2.8, the
isolated RNA was supposedly least contaminated. Since in this investi¬
gation all the ratios were between 3,0 and 5.6, the Isolated RNA
samples were relatively pure. However, pg of RNA per ml of extract
were calculated from the following formula;
(Absorption reading at 260 m^ x extinction coefficient of RNA x final
volume of RNA solution x dilution factor for initial extract) / Initial
extract volume. In these experiments, the working formula was (A260)
(29.8) (6) (2) / 10, This formula was developed by Norris (1970). From
these data, percentage of RNA in fresh weight of beans and grams of
RNA in 100 ml extract were calculated.
7, Estimation of soluble DNA
Two ml of extract from each sample equivalent to 1 g of fresh
weight of beans were diluted to 5 ml. One and 0.25 ml of 1,2 N cold
perchloric acid were added to this solution. Five-tenth ml of one
)ig/ml bovine serum albumin was also added as a precipitating agent for
DNA (Burton, 1956). The solutions were left at 0 C for 30 min and
then centrifuged at 15,000 rpm for 15 min. The supernatants were
discarded and the pellets were resuspended in 2 ml of 10% trichloracetic
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acid and heated in a 95 C water bath for 15 min. The test tubes were
covered by marbles to prevent reduction of solution volumes through
evaporation during heating. The solutions were cooled and used in
the diphenylamine assay.
The standard curve for the pure DNA sample was obtained using
diphenylamine reagent (see Appendix C). A standard one mg/ml DNA
solution was made by dissolving 10 mg of pure DNA in 10 ml of 10%
trichloracetic acid and then heating the mixture in a 95 C water bath
for 15 min, A desired dmount of standard DNA solution was diluted to
2 ml with distilled water. Four ml of diphenylamine reagent was
added to it and the test tubes were heated in a boiling water bath
for 10 min at which time a change in color was noted. The tubes were
cooled and the optical densities were read against reagent blank at
600 with a G/K Turner colorimeter. The amount of DNA in the
extracts was interpolated from the standard curve. Using these
observations a percent of soluble DNA in fresh weight of beans and
grams of DNA per 100 ml extract were calculated.
8. Estimation of soluble caffeine
Isolation and purification of caffeine was done by using the
technique of descending paper chromatography. Ten |il of extract were
spotted on Whatman #1 chromatographic papers. The solvent system used
was composed of 1-butanol and 5 N acetic acid mixed in the proportion of
2:1, The chamber was allowed to saturate with the solvent for one week
prior to use. The solvent was allowed to migrate throughout the length
of the paper which was 40 cm distance from the origin line where the
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extracts were spotted. Chemically pure caffeine was spotted as
standard for identification of caffeine in the extracts. Final
visualization of isolated caffeine was performed under short wave-length
of UV light and the boundaries of visualized caffeine were marked with
a lead pencil. The paper containing caffeine was then dipped separately
in 5 ml of distilled water placed in test tubes which were stoppered
to check evaporation. After 12 hours, the test tubes were gently
shaken for about 2 min to ensure that all caffeine from the paper went
into the solution. The samples were then ready for spectrophotometric
assay.
Distilled water was used as a solvent for caffeine instead of
chloroform. Although caffeine is more soluble in chloroform than in
water, water was chosen over chloroform mainly because it is a^lgss
volatile compound and there was no undesirable increase in caffeine
concentration in experimental solutions. Secondly, choloroforra
absorbs greatly at the absorption maximum of pure caffeine. Purity
of the caffeine used for the standard curve was proved by the
theoretical concept of extinction coefficient of pure caffeine. Thus
theoretically 0,0097 g of pure caffeine dissolved in a liter of
distilled water should have an optical density of 0,5 in the
absorption maximum of caffeine. In this study, the optical density
was found to be 0.56 instead of 0.5, This difference might be
experimental rather than due to the presence of impurities. It was
also noted that when wavelengths of the Beckman DBG spectrophotometer
were gradually changed from 266 to 280 m|| , a sharp absorption peak
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of caffeine was noted at 272 mji. For spectropho tometrie assay of
caffeine in this investigation, a 272 m^ wavelength was taken as
the absorption maximum for caffeine. The caffeine content in 10 ul
of extract was calculated from the standard curve. Using this
observation, percent soluble caffeine in fresh weight of beans and
also grams of caffeine in 100 ml extract were calculated.
9. Analysis of organic polymers by column chromatography
Several coltunns were packed with hydrated DEAE cellulose
powder. In each treatment, height of DEAE cellulose absorbent was
4,0 -- 4,5 cm while its diameter was 1,8 cm. Five ml of extract from 0 C
and 90 C samples of each variety of beans were used for column
fractionation. Elution gradient for all columns was 0.1 to 1 M NaCl,
with separate columns being used for each sample. First the column
was washed thoroughly with 0,1 M NaCl and then the extract was allowed
to be absorbed to the DEAE cellulose. Fifty ml of 0.1 M NaCl were
then gently poured into the column and the first ten fractions were
collected so that each fraction measured 5 ml. After the first salt
solution was used, another 50 ml of 1 M NaCl were applied to the
column and another set of fractions were collected in the same manner.
Thus, a total of twenty tubes, each containing 5 ml solution, was
obtained for each column.
For estimation of protein in each fraction, optical densities
were determined at 280 and 260 n^. Then, following Layne's method
(Layne, 1957), mg of protein per ml of fraction was calculated as
follows; 1,55 X A20Q - 0.76 x ^260' Finally* the observations were
expressed in mg per ml of protein.
For estimation of sugar in each fraction, the anthrone method
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as discussed previously was employed.
For estimation of DNA in each fraction, the diphenylamine
assay method as described previously was used.
For analysis of RNA polymers in extracts, first optical
densities at 260 were recorded for each fraction, and then spectro-
photometric estimations of RNA as described above were followed only
for those fractions which showed high absorption at 260
The results obtained from these analytical studies were
expressed as /ug/ml and were plotted against fraction numbers.
The G/K Turner colorimeter is not an extremely sensitive
instrument. An error of about 10% can be expected in the results of
various colorimetric estimations performed in this research.
The data as presented in various tables and figures represent
an average of three replications.
CHAPTER IV
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Effect of Roasting Temperatures on the Loss of Fresh Weight of Beans
The observations dealing with loss in fresh weight of coffee
beans as affected by temperature are presented in Table 1 and
Fig. 2. The loss in fresh weight of beans generally ranged from
2 — 10% when the roasting temperature was raised from 30 — 90 C,
The percentage loss in fresh weight almost uniformly Increased in
all varieties of beans. Beans of Brazil and Columbia varieties showed
the greatest loss in fresh weight when data obtained between 30 C
and 90 C treatments were compared. However, the percentage loss
in fresh weight in Columbia variety was relatively low in all
temperatures in comparison to the other two varieties.
Effect of Roasting Temperatures on Soluble Protein Content of Extracts
The results of quantitative protein analyses of coffee bean
extracts as affected by temperature are shown in Table 2 and Fig. 3.
Soluble protein content in fresh weight of beans generally ranged
from 4.8 — 10% when the roasting temperature was increased from 30 —
90 C. When results with the untreated beans at 0 C were taken into
account, Angola variety was found to have the highest amount of
soluble protein in comparison to other experimental bean varieties.
It was also observed that the protein content of extracts from
Angola variety was much higher in all treatments as compared to Brazil
and Columbia except at 90 C, in which temperature Brazil showed the
26
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Each figure represents an average of 3 replications.
Fig. 2. Effects of roasting temperatures on the
loss of fresh weight in beans.
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Angola 0 0.39** 300** 6.0** 3.00**
30 0.38 295 5.9 2.95
40 0.43 330 6.6 3.30
50 0.47 360 7.2 3.60
60 0.55 400 8.0 4.00
70 0.58 415 8.3 4.15
80 0.60 455 9.1 4.55
90 0.61 465 9.3 4.65
Brazil 0 0.34 260 5.2 2.60
30 0.33 255 5.1 2.55
40 0.38 295 5.9 2.95
50 0.42 320 6.4 3.20
60 0.45 345 6.9 3.45
70 0.53 405 8.1 4.55
80 0.55 420 8.4 4.20
90 0.65 500 10.0 5.00
Columbia 0 0.29 225 4.5 2.25
30 0.31 240 4.8 2.40
40 0.35 270 5.4 2.70
50 0.40 305 6.1 3.05
60 0.43 330 6.6 3.30
70 0.48 365 7.3 3.65
80 0.54 410 8.2 4.10
90 0.56 430 8.6 4.30
*0.01 ml. extract from each treatment (equivalent
to 5 mg. fresh weight) was made up to 1 ml. with
distilled water when it was ready for assay.
**Each figure represents an average of 3 replications.
Fig, 3, Effects of roasting temperatures on soluble
protein content in Angola (#—#), Brazil





highest amount of soluble proteins. Temperature effect on soluble
proteins was uniform in all cases except the treatment where marked
increase in soluble protein content was noted for the Brazil variety
exposed to 90 C roasting temperature. Apart from this particular
treatment, temperature effects on Brazil and Columbia varieties as
measured by soluble proteins in the extracts were about the same.
Concentration of soluble proteins as expressed by grams per 100 ml
of extracts, generally ranged from 2,4 — 5.0.
Effect of Roasting Temperatures on Soluble Sugar
Content of Extracts
Data concerned with estimation of soluble sugar as affected
by temperature are compiled in Table 3 and plotted in Fig. 4. An
almost linear relationship existed between the roasting temperature
and the amount of soluble sugar of the extracts. No marked difference
was noted in soluble sugar content in any treatment between Brazil and
Columbia varieties. On the other hand, Angola variety showed much
higher soluble sugar content at any heat treatment as compared to
the other two varieties. There existed an almost parallel rela¬
tionship between varieties as far as effects of temperature on
solubility of sugar in extracts was concerned. Concentration of
soluble sugar as expressed by grams per 100 ml of extract usually
ranged from 4 — 8% for Brazil and Columbia varieties, whereas it
ranged from 6 -- 9%; for Angola.
Effect of Roasting Temperatures on Soluble Lipid Content of Extracts
Results concerning estimation of soluble lipids as affected by
temperature are presented in Table 4 and plotted in Fig. 5.
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Table 3, Effects of roasting temperatures on carbohydrate
content of extracts.
Treatments* Optical |ig. sugar Percent Grams of
Varieties Roasting densities per mg. sugar sugar in
of coffee tempera- at 625 of fresh in fresh 100 ml.
beans tures in T weight of weight extract
degrees beans of beans
centi-
grade
Angola 0 0.44** 116** 11.6** 5.8**
30 0.45 118 11.8 5.9
40 0.48 128 12.8 6.4
50 0,51 136 13.6 6.8
60 0.55 146 14.6 7.3
70 0.59 156 15.6 7.8
80 0.63 166 16.6 8.3
90 0,68 180 18.0 9.0
Brazil 0 0.32 84 8.4 4.2
30 0.34 90 9.0 4.5
40 0.40 106 10,6 5.3
50 0.44 116 11,6 5.8
60 0.46 122 12,2 6.1
70 0.48 128 12.8 6.4
80 0.51 136 13.6 6.8
90 0.54 144 14.4 7.2
Columbia 0 0.35 92 .9.2 4.6
30 0.34 90 9.0 4.5
40 0.39 102 10.2 5.1
50 0,42 112 11.2 5.6
60 0.44 116 11.6 5.8
70 0.47 124 12.4 6.2
80 0.53 140 14.0 7.0
90 0.59 156 15.6 7.8
*0.002 ml, extract from each treatment (equivalent to 1 mg.
fresh weight) was made up to 1 ml, with distilled water when
it was ready for assay.
Each figure represents an average of 3 replications.
Fig. 4. Effects of roasting temperatures on
soluble sugar content in Angola (#—•),





























Angola 0 0.036** 1.44** 0.72**
30 0.040 1,60 0.80
40 0.046 1.84 0.82
50 0.070 2.80 1.40
60 0.073 2.92 1.46
70 0.086 3.44 1.72
80 0.100 4.00 2.00
90 0.100 4.00 2.00
Brazil 0 0.023 0.92 0.46
30 0.023 0.92 0.46
40 0.026 1.04 0.52
50 0.046 1.84 0.92
60 0.050 2.00 1.00
70 0.076 3,04 1.52
80 0.076 3.04 1.52
90 0.080 3.20 1.60
Coltimbla 0 0.013 0.52 0.26
30 0.016 0.64 0.32
40 0.023 0.92 0,46
50 0.043 1.72 0.86
60 0.046 1.84 0.92
70 0.056 2.20 1.1
80 0.060 2.40 1.2
90 0.060 2.40 1.2
*5 ml. extract from each treatment (equivalent to 2,5 g. fresh
weight) was used.
*k
'Each figure represents an average of 3 replications
Fig. 5. Effects of roasting temperatures on








Soluble lipid content of extracts as expressed by a percent of
fresh weight showed an almost uniform increase for the Angola and
Columbia varieties whereas for the Brazil variety, the maximum
amount of soluble lipids was observed at 70 C roasting temperature.
In the Brazil variety, solubility of lipids in the extract was not
enhanced with any temperature higher than 70 C. When data at 0 C
were compared, 'Angola variety showed a higher amotmt of soluble
lipids than the other two experimental varieties. There was no
marked difference in amounts of soluble lipids in Brazil and Columbia
varieties until the temperature was raised to 70 C and above. The
percentage of soluble lipids in fresh weight of beans ranged from
0.6 — 3.2 for the Columbia varieties and the range was from 1.6 —
4.0 for the Angola variety. On the other hand, concentration of soluble
lipids as expressed by grams per 100 ml of extract ranged from 0.32 —
1,6 for Brazil and Columbia varieties, and from 0.8 — 2,0 for Angola
variety.
Effect of Roasting Temperatures on RNA content of Extracts
Quantitative analyses of RNA in extracts of coffee beans revealed
that the amount of RNA was extremely low in all the varieties of
beans although the effect of roasting temperature and varietal
differences were quite pronounced as shown by the results presented
in Table 5 and Fig. 6. A distinct parallel relationship was exhibited
by all the experimental varieties when effects of roasting temperatures
were expressed in percentages of extracted RNA in fresh weight of beans.
It was also observed that the amount of RNA in the Angola variety was
much higher in comparison to that of the Brazil and the Columbia
Table 5, Effects of roasting temperatures on RNA content
of extracts.
































Angola 0 0.162* 0.035* 4.6* 5.79* O.OOlf" 0.00060*
30 0.165 0.035 4.7 5.90 0.0012 0.00060
40 0.167 0.035 4.7 5.97 0.0012 0.00060
50 0.200 0.040 5.0 7.13 0.0014 0.00070
60 0.207 0.040 5.2 7.40 0.0015 0.00075
70 0.250 0.047 5.3 8.94 0.0018 0.00090
80 0.265 0.050 5.3 9.47 0.0019 0,00095
90 0.265 0.047 5.6 9.54 0.0019 0.00095
Brazil 0 0.045 0.015 3.0 1.60 0.0003 0.00015
30 0.047 0.015 3.1 1.60 0.0003 0.00015
40 0.052 0,015 3.4 1.85 0.0004 0.00020
50 0.090 0.020 4.5 3,22 0.0006 0,00030
60 0.115 0.025 4.6 4.11 0.0008 0,00040
70 0.147 0.030 4.9 5.26 0.0010 0.00050
80 0.150 0.030 5.0 5.36 0.0010 0.00050
90 0.155 0.030 5.2 5.54 0,0011 0.00055
Colunibia 0 0.075 0.020 3.7 2.68 0,0005 0.00025
30 0.077 0.020 3.8 2.75 0.0006 0.00030
40 0.080 0,020 4.0 2.86 0,0006 0,00030
50 0.110 0.025 4.4 4.11 0.0008 0.00040
60 0.122 0.026 4.6 4.30 0.0009 0,00045
70 0.162 0.035 4.6 5.79 0.0012 0.00060
80 0.165 0.035 4.7 5.89 0.0012 0.00060
90 0.167 0.035 4.7 5.97 0.0012 0.00060
Each figure represents an average of 3 replications.
Fig. 6. Effects of roasting temperatures on RNA.
content of extracts of Angola (#—~#)s





varieties, especially at the 0 C storage temperature. Amounts of
extracted RNA for Brazil and Columbia varieties were very close in
all treatments while a marked difference was noticed with those of
Angola variety. The percentage of RNA in fresh weight of beans
ranged from 0,0012 — 0,0019 for the Angola variety; while the
range was from 0.0003 — 0.0012 for the Brazil and Columbia varieties.
Concentration of RNA in extracts as expressed In grams per 100 ml of
extract ranged from 0,00015 — 0.0006 for the Brazil and Columbia
varieties; while the range was 0.0006 — 0.00095 for the Angola
variety.
Effect of Roasting Temperatures on DNA content of Extracts
The results concerning estimation of soluble DNA as affected
by temperature are presented in Table 6 and plotted in Fig. 7, A
higher roasting temperature generally increased the soluble DNA
content of beans except when the temperature was raised from 50 — 60 C
with beans of the Columbia variety. Heating at 50 C was found to be
rather critical in the Columbia variety since an abrupt Increase in
soluble DNA content was noted at this temperature. However, no
further Increase was noted at higher temperatures. Although beans
of Angola variety were found to have higher soluble DNA content
than those of Columbia variety at 0 C, very little difference was
noticed when both varieties of beans were heated at 50 C. In the
same respect, although considerable difference in soluble DNA content
was noted between Angola and Brazil varieties within the temperature
range of 30 — 50 C, very liftle difference was noted within the range
of 60 — 90 C. The percentage of soluble DNA in fresh weight of beans
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Angola 0 0.100* 180* 0.0180* 0.0090*
30 0.100 180 0.0180 0.0090
40 0.113 200 0.0200 0.0100
50 0.143 260 0.0260 0.0130
60 0.180 330 0,0330 0.0165
70 0.230 420 0.0420 0.0210
80 0.240 440 0.0440 0.0220
90 0,240 440 0,0440 0,0220
Brazil 0 0.120 216 0.0216 0.0108
30 0.130 234 0.0234 0.0117
40 0.150 270 0.0270 0.0135
50 0,180 330 0.0330 0.0165
60 0.186 340 0.0340 0.0170
70 0.220 400 0.0400 0.0200
80 0.240 440 0.0440 0.0220
90 0.253 460 0,0460 0.0230
Colxanbia 0 0.062 110 0.0110 0.0055
30 0.065 114 0.0114 0.0057
40 0.085 150 0.0150 0.0075
50 0.140 250 0.0250 0.0125
60 0.140 250 0.0250 0.0125
70 0.170 310 0,0310 0.0155
80 0.180 330 0.0330 0.0165
90 0.180 330 0.0330 0.0165
k
Each figure represents an average of 3 replications.
Fig. 7. Effects of roasting temperatures on
soluble DNA content in Angola (0—0 ),
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ranged from 0.018 — 0.046 for Angola and Brazil varieties; whereas
the range was from 0.011 — 0.033 for the Columbia variety of beans.
Concentration of soluble DNA as expressed by grams of soluble DNA
in 100 ml of extract ranged within 0.009 — 0.023 for Angola and
Brazil varieties; whereas the range was from 0,0055 -- 0.0165 for the
Columbia Variety.
Effect of Roasting Temperatures on Caffeine content of Extracts
Quantitative analytical data regarding soluble caffeine in
extracts as influenced by various temperatures have been compiled in
Table 7 and plotted in Fig. 8, The percentage of soluble caffeine
in fresh weight of beans of all experimental varieties ranged within
0.30 — 0,43 upon heating within the range of 30 — 90 C, A direct
parallel relationship was noted among the three different varieties
regarding their soluble caffeine content at various temperatures. An
abrupt increase in soluble caffeine content was noted when beams of
Angola and Brazil varieties were heated at 50 C, but no further
increase was noted thereafter. Although the amount of caffeine
extracted was rather small, higher temperatures Increased almost
proportionally the amount of soluble caffeine in the extracts from
all three samples. Concentration of caffeine in the extracts as
measured by grams per 100 ml of extract ranged within 0,153 — 0.215.
Effects of 90 C on Organic Polymers
As detected by column fractionation technique and subsequent
assay procedures, protein, sugar and nucleic acid polymers showed
different molecular characters at 90 C as compared to 0 C.
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Angola 0 0,l5f 15.2^ 0,30^ 0.153*
30 0.153 15,35 0.307 0.154
40 0.160 16.00 0.320 0.160
50 0.175 17.75 0,355 0.173
60 0.175 17.75 0.355 0.173
70 0.183 18.50 0.370 0,185
80 0.190 19.25 0.385 0.193
90 0.192 19.50 0.390 0.195
Brazil 0 0.162 16.50 0.330 0.165
30 0.163 16.50 0.330 0,165
40 0.165 16.75 0.335 0,168
50 0.182 18.50 0.370 0.185
60 0.185 18.75 0.375 0,188
70 0.192 19.50 0.390 0.195
80 0.203 20.50 0.410 0,205
90 0.203 20.50 0.410 0.205
Columbia 0 0.172 17.50 0.350 0.175
30 0.175 17.50 0.350 0.175
40 0.182 18.50 0.370 0,185
50 0.193 19.50 0.390 0.195
60 0.195 19.75 0.395 0.198
70 0.197 20.00 0,400 0,200
80 0.208 20.85 0.417 0,209
90 0.215 21,50 0.430 0.215
If
Each figure represents an average of 3 replications.
Fig. 8. Effects of roasting temperatures on soluble
caffeine content In Angola (#—# ),
Brazil (0—0 ) Columbia (A—A )
varieties of beans
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The results concerning the behavior of these macromolecules are
described as follows:
1. Molecular character of protein polymers
The observations in regard to the fractionation of proteins
both at 0 C and 90 C temperature treatments are presented in Tables 8 —
13 and Fig. 9 — 11. In the 0 C treatment of Angola variety, the
amounts of the isolated proteins were 490, 750 and 1080 jig per unit
fresh weight of beans; whereas in 90 C treatment of the beans, the
proteins were distributed in amounts of 3080, 100, 800 and 120
In similar treatments of Brazil beans, the amounts of proteins at 0 C
were 930, 850 and 140 ^g per unit fresh weight of beans and at 90 C
treatment they were 2339 and 170 jig respectively. In Columbia variety
the amounts of proteins fractionated at 0 C treatment were 2290, 120
and 110 ug and at 90 C these were 2020, 120 and 130 |ig.
2, Molecular character of sugar polymers
Results showing fractionation of sugar both at 0 C and at 90 C
treatments are presented in Tables 14 — 19 and Fig. 12. — 14. In
Angola variety at 0 C treatment, these were 1440, 3720, 2940, 680, 360
and 200 |ig of carbohydrate; whereas at 90 C these were 1760, 2940,
1960, 860, 1080 and 2160 ^g of carbohydrate per unit fresh weight of
beans. In treatments of Brazil beans, the amounts of sugar polymers
at 0 C were 4640, 1980, 1780, 920, 2800 and 1160^ijig; whereas in the
90 C samples these were 4060, 1780, 1340, 2200, 650 and 550 jjig. In
Columbia variety at 0 C the amounts of isolated carbohydrates were
4130, 1860, 980, 3200, 2700 and 840 ^g per unit fresh weight of
40
Table 8. Spectrophotometrie protein estimation of column fractions














1 0.61* 0,61* 0.49* 490* 490
(fraction #1)
2 0.26 0.45 0.06 60
3 0.42 0.25 0.19 190
4 0.27 0.24 0.42 420 750
(Fractions
5 0.10 0.10 0.08 80 2-5)
6 0.09 0.09 0.07 70
7 0.08 0.07 0.06 60
8 0.07 0,07 0.05 50
9 0.08 0.08 0.06 60
10 0.08 0.08 0.06 60
11 0.37 0.37 0.29 290 1080
(fractions
12 0.69 0.67 0.56 560 10-14)
13 0.12 0.10 0.11 110
14 0.06 0.05 0,06 60
15 0,05 0.05 0.04 40
16 0.04 0.04 0.03 30
17 0.04 0.04 0.03 30
18 0.03 0.03 0.02 20
19 0.05 0.05 0.04 40
20 0.04 0.04 0.02 20
*Each figure represents an average of 3 replications.
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Table 9, Spectrophotometric protein estimation of column fractions














1 1.16* 0.98* 1.05* 1050 *
2 1.15 1.12 0.93 930
3 1.1 1.07 0.89 890 3080
(fractions
4 0.20 0.22 0.14 1140 1-5)
5 0.08 0.07 0.07 70
6 0.04 0.04 0.03 30
7 0.04 0,03 0.04 40
8 0.03 0.02 0.03 30
9 0,03 0.02 0.03 30
10 0.02 0.02 0.02 20
11 0.02 0.02 0.02 20
100
12 0,07 0.08 0.05 50 (fractions
11-13)
13 0.04 0.05 0.03 30
14 0.04 0.03 0.04 40
15 0.03 0.03 0.02 30 80
(fractions
16 0.05 0.04 0.05 50 15-16
177 0.04 0.04 0.03 30
18 0.06 0.05 0.06 60 130
(fractions
19 0.05 0.05 0.04 40 17-19)
20 0.05 0.05 0.04 40
Each figure represents an average of 3 replications.
Fig. 9. Protein content of DEAE fractions of 0 C




Table 10. Spectrophotometric protein estimation of column fractions














1 0.09* 0.09* 0.07* 70*
2 1.15 1.11 0.93 930
3 1.06 1.11 0.80 850 2710
(fraction
4 0.94 0.97 0.72 720 1-6)
5 0.20 0.22 0.14 140
6 0.07 0.07 0.05 50
7 0.05 0.05 0.04 40
8 0.04 0.03 0.04 40
9 0.02 0.02 0.02 20
10 0.04 0.02 0.02 20
11 0.04 0.04 0.03 30
12 0.07 0.06 0.06 60 140
(fractio
13 0.04 0,04 0.03 30 11-14)
14 0.03 0.03 0.02 20
15 0.04 0.04 0.03 30
16 0.04 0.04 0.03 30
17 0.04 0.04 0.03 30
18 0.04 0.04 0.03 30
19 0.03 0.03 0.02 20
20 0.03 0.03 0.02 20
Each figure represents an average of 3 replications.
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Table 11, Spectrophotometric protein estimation of column fractions














1 1.20* 1.08* 0.39 39*
2 1.13 1.11 0.90 900
3 1.13 1.08 0.93 930
4 0.51 0.61 0.33 330 2339
(fractions
5 0.11 0.10 0.09 90 1-6)
6 0.06 0.06 0.05 50
7 0.05 0.04 0.05 50
8 0.05 0.04 0.02 20
9 0.03 0.03 0.02 20
10 0.03 0.03 0.02 20
11 0.03 0.02 0.03 30
12 0.08 0.07 0.06 60 170
(fractions
13 0.06 0.05 0.06 60 11-14)
14 0.03 0.03 0.02 20
15 0.03 0.03 0.02 20
16 0.03 0.03 0,02 20
17 0.04 0.04 0.03 30
18 0.04 0.05 0.03 30
19 0.05 0.05 0.04 40
20 0,03 0.05 0.01 10
*Each figure represents an average of 3 replications.
Fig. 10. Protein content of DEAE fractions of 0 C
and 90 C treatments of Brazil variety
of beans
 
Table 12. Spectrophotometric protein estimation of column fractions














1 0.73* 0.73* 0,68* 680*
2 1,15 1.09 0,90 900
3 0.87 0.88 0.68 680 2290
(fractioni
A 0.40 0,42 0,03 30 1-4)
5 0.06 0.06 0.06 60
6 0.05 0.04 0.05 50
7 0.04 0.03 0.04 40
8 0.03 0.02 0.03 30
9 0.02 0.02 0,02 20
10 0,02 0.01 0.02 20
120
11 0.02 0.02 0.02 20 (fraction
11-13
12 0.07 0*06 0,06 60
13 0.04 0.03 0.04 40
14 0.03 0.03 0.02 20
15 0.04 0.05 0.03 30
16 0.04 0.05 0.03 30
17 0.05 0.04 0.05 50
110
18 0.04 0.05 0.03 30 (fractio
16-18)
19 0.03 0.03 0.02 20
20 0.02 0.02 0.02 20
K
Each figure represents an average of 3 replications.
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Table 13, Spectrophotometric protein estimation of column fractions














1 0.16* 0.27* 0.04* 40*
2 1.13 1.10 0.67 670
2020
3 1.06 1.08 0.82 820 (fraction
1-5)
4 0.54 0.56 0.41 410
5 0.10 0.10 0.08 80
6 0.07 0.06 0.06 60
7 0.07 0.06 0,06 60
8 0.05 0.04 0.05 50
9 0.05 0.03 0.05 50
10 0.03 0.02 0.03 30
11 0.03 0.02 0.03 30
120
12 0.07 0.06 0.06 60 (fraction
11-13)
13 0.04 0.04 0.03 30
14 0.03 0.03 0.02 20
15 0.04 0.04 0.03 30
16 0.04 0.05 0.03 30
130
17 0.06 0.05 0.06 60 (fraction
16-18)
18 0.05 0.05 0.04 40
19 0.04 0.05 0.03 30
20 0.04 0.05 0.03 30
Each figure represents an average of 3 replications.
Fig, 11, Protein Content of DEAE fractions of 0 C




Table 14. Colorimetric sugar estimation of column fractions of












































*Each figure represents an average of 3 replications.
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Table 15. Colorimetric sugar estimation of column fractions of













































*Each figure represents an average of 3 replications.
Fig. 12. Sugar content of DEAE fractions of 0 C
and 90 C treatments of Angola
variety of beans.
ANGOLA
Table 16. Colorimetric sugar estimation of coltimn fractions of















































Each figure represents an average of 3 replications.
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Table 17. Colorimetric sugar estimation of coliunn fractions of












































20 0.19 550 550
(fraction #20)
*Each figure represents an average of 3 replications.
Fig. 13. Sugar content of DEAE fractions of 0 C




Table 18. Colorimetric sugar estimation of column fractions of












































20 0.30 840 840
(fraction #20)
Each figure represents an average of 3 replications.
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Table 19. Colorimetric sugar
extract of Columbia
estimation of column
beans roasted at 90
fractions of
c.
Fraction OD at 625 yg/ml Sugar































20 0.55 1580 1580
(fraction #20)
*Each figure represents an average of 3 replications.
Fig. 14. Sugar content of DEAE fractions of 0 C




3. Molecular character of RNA. polymers
The observations in regard to the fractionation of RNA both
at 0 C and 90 C treatments are shown in Tables 20 — 25 and
Fig. IS 18. In Angola variety at the 0 C treatment, the amounts
of isolated pol37mers were 159.12 and 103.71 jjig while at 90 C
treatment these were 286.98 and 12.51 jig. In Columbia variety, at
the 0 C treatment, the amounts of RNA polymers were 249.61 and 8,94 jig
whereas at 90 C treatment these were 271.07 and 9.84 |ig,
4. Molecular character of DNA polymers
Observations concerning the fractionation of DNA at 0 C and
90 C treatments are shown in Tables 26 — 31 and Fig, 1^ — I®
the Angola variety, the amounts of DNA at the 0 C treatment were
1464, 913 and 118 jig, while at the 90 C treatment these were 398, 797,
142 and 325 |ig. In the Brazil variety, at the 0 C treatment the
amounts of DNA were 1765, 323, 148 and 77 jig; whereas at the 90 C
treatment these were 427, 722, 150, and 69^g. In Columbia variety,
the amounts of isolated DNA polymers at the 0 C treatment were 1404,
40 and 70 ^g whereas in the 90 C treatment these were 1342, 40 and
55 ^g per unit fresh weight of beans.
Table 20. Spectrophotometric RNA. estimation of column fractions


















1 0.50* 0.17* 2.94* 44.70*
2 0,55 0.16 3.43 49.17 159.12
(fractions
3 0.40 0.12 3.33 35.76 1-5)
4 0.22 0.07 3.14 19.66
5 0.11 0.03 3.66 9.83
10 0.06 0.02 3.00 5.36
11 0.34 0.10 3.40 30.40 103.71
(fractions
12 0.62 0.21 2.95 55,43 10-14)
13 0.09 0.02 4.50 8.05
14 0.05 0.01 5.00 4.47
Each figure represents an average of 3 replications.
Table 21, Spectrophotometric RNA. estimation of column fractions


















1 0.92* 0.31* 2.96* 82.25*
2 1.02 0.35 2.91 91.19 266.41
(fractions
3 0.81 0.22 3.68 72.41 1-5)
4 0.18 0.05 3.60 16.09
5 0.05 0.01 5.00 4.47
10 0.02 0.00 - 1.79
11 0.02 0.00 • 1.79 16.10
(fractions
12 0.07 0.02 3.50 6.26 10-14)
13 0.04 0.01 4.00 3.58
14 0.03 0.01 3.00 2.68
Each figure represents an average of 3 replications.
Fig, 15. Spectrophotometric detection of relative
amounts of RNA in PEAE fractions of 0 C
and 90 C treatments of Angola variety
of beans
OPTICALDENSITY(260mp)
Table 22, Spectrophotometric RNA. estimation of column fractions


















1 0.07* 0.02* 3.50* 6.26*
2 0.95 0.23 4.13 84.93
3 1.0 0.30 3.33 89.4 262.84
(fractions
4 0.8 0.20 4.00 71.52 1-6)
5 0.1 0.02 5.00 8.94
6 0.08 0.02 4.00 1.79
10 0.01 0.00 • 0.89
12.51
11 0.03 0.01 3.00 2.68 (fractions
10-14)
12 0.05 0.01 5.00 4.47
13 0.03 0.01 3.00 2.68
14 0.02 0.00 1.79
Each figure represents an average of 3 replications.
Table 23, Spectrophotometric Rl^ estimation of column fractions


















1 0.90* 0,28* 3.21* 80.46*
2 0.95 0.27 3.51 84.93
286.98
3 0.75 0.22 3.40 67.05 (frac¬
tions
4 0.50 0.14 3.57 44.70 1-6)
5 0.07 0.02 3.50 6.26
6 0.04 0.01 4.00 3.58
10 0.01 0.00 - 0.89
11 0.02 0.00 - 1.79
12.51
12 0.06 0.02 3.00 5.36 (fractions
10-14)
13 0.03 0.01 3.00 -2.68
14 0.02 0.00 1.79
Each figure represents an average of 3 replications.
Fig. 16, Spectrophotometric detection of relative
amounts of RNA in DE^ fractions of 0 C




Table 24. Spectrophotometric RNA. estimation of column fractions


















1 0.65* 0.21* 3.09* 56.51*
2 0.95 0.32 2.96 84.93
249.61
(fractions
3 0.82 0.25 3.28 73.30 1-5)
4 0.35 0.09 3.88 31.29
5 0.04 0.01 4.00 3.58
11 1.79 0.51 3.50 1.79
8.94
(frac-
12 4.47 1.15 3.88 4.47 tions
11-13)
13 2.68 0.82 3.26 2.68
Each figure represents an average of 3 replications.
n
Table 25. Spectrophotometric BNA estimation of column fractions


















1 0.30* 0.09* 3.33* 26.82*
271.07
(frac-
2 1.00 0.27 3.73 89.40 tions
1-5)
3 0.95 0.25 3.80 84.93
4 0.65 0.20 3.25 56.51
5 0,15 0.05 3.0 13.41
11 0.01 0.0 - 1.79
9.84
12 0.05 0.01 5.0 4.47 (fraction
11-13)
13 0.04 0.01 4.0 3.58
Each figure represents an average of 3 replications.
Fig, 17, Spectrophotometric detection of relative
amounts of SNA in DEAE fractions of 0 C
and 90 C treatments of Columbia variety
of beans
OPTICALDENSITY(260m(i)
Ptg, 18 Bar graph showing relative amounts of
SNA polymers in 0 C and 90 C treatments

















Table 26. Colorimetric DNA estimation of column fractions of







































*Each figure represents an average of 3 replications.
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Table 27, Colorimetric DNA. estimation of column fractions of
extract of Angola beans roasted at 90 C.
Fraction OD at 600 Jig/ml D|IA
number millimicrons DNA polymers
in US.



























Each figure represents an average of 3 replications.
Fig. 19. DNA content of DEAE fractions of 0 C




Table 28, Colorimetric DNA estimation of column fractions of






































*Each figure represents an average of 3 replications.
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Table 29. Colorimetric DNA estimation of column fractions of














4 0.22 170 722
(Fractions





10 0.09 72 150
(fractions
11 0.04 30 9-11)
12 0.08 62
13 0.01 7 69
(fractions








Each figure represents an average of 3 replications.
Fig. 20, DNA content of DEAE fractions of 0 C




Table 30. Colorimetric DNA estimation of column fractions of







































Each figure represents an average of 3 replications.
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Table 31. Colorimetric DNA. estimation of column fractions of
extract of Columbia beans roasted at 90 C.
Fraction OD at 600 «g/ml DNA















11 0.0 0 .
12 0.05 40
55









Each figure represents an average of 3 replications.
Fig. 21. DNA content of DEAE fractions of 0 C





The current investigation was designed to determine if there
existed any difference in terms of solubility of organic constituents
in ground beans of Angola, Brazil and Columbia varieties as a function
of heat treatment. This investigation also attempted to explore the
differences which might exist in the behavior of organic polymers of
the experimental varieties when they were heated to 90 C,
During studies of the effects of roasting temperatures on
fresh weight of beans, it was noted that although roasting temperatures
had a linear relationship with the loss in fresh weight, Brazil and
Columbia varieties showed the greatest moisture loss when the tempera¬
ture was increased from 30 — 90 C. Andres (1954) suggested that the
loss in fresh weight of beans can be related directly to the loss in
the amount of moisture and volatile constituents in the native tissues
of coffee beans. Probably the genetical variations that exist between
different varieties used in the experiment as it relates to the seeds
studied are responsible for the differences in the moisture content
of beans. According to Winton and Winton (1938), several workers
reported that Coffea liberica showed much higher moisture loss in
their beans in comparison to Coffea arabica when roasted to the same
temperature. According to Winton and Winton (1938) in 1936, Orosco
U
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reported that when coffee beans were heated, elimination of hygroscopic
and loosely bound water reached a maximum at 100 C, Andres (1954)
reported that water and other volatile elements in green coffee were
evaporated during the roasting process resulting in as much as 15%
loss of the weight of green beans. Clarke (1971) reported that green
coffee beans contain about 12% moisture. In this investigation loss in
weight was around 9 — 10% in the 90 C treatment.
In studies of the effects of roasting temperatures on soluble
protein content of extracts, it was observed that Angola beans showed
much higher amounts of protein than Brazil and Columbia beans at all
temperatures, except at 90 C. This observation suggests that distinct
varietal differences exist between Angola beans and the other two
varieties in regard to their soluble protein content. In general,
roasting temperatures showed a linear “relationship with the amount of
soluble proteins. The amount of soluble proteins in Angola beans was
observed to be 1 — 1.5% higher in comparison to Brazil and Columbia
beans at 0 C, According to Winton and Winton (1938), in 1899, Warnier
reported a loss of about 1% in protein content in beans of Coffea
arabica when roasted at a high temperature. According to Clarke (1971)
protein content in green beans was estimated at about 13% of which
about 3% was water-soluble, and part of which might be denatured
during the hearing process. Since in this investigation there was
only a 3 — 5% increase in soluble protein content due to roasting
at 90 C when compared with that at 0 C in all the experimental bean
varieties, perhaps only non-membrane bound proteins were solubilized.
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On studying effects of roasting temperatures on soluble sugar
content in coffee beans, Columbia and Brazil beans were found to behave
very similar; while Angola beans showed much higher amounts of soluble
sugar in the beans. These differences are probably due to genetical
variations. There was at least a 50% increase in extractable sugars
from all these varieties upon heating to 90 C with the increase being
essentially linear per net increase in temperature. Angola beans
showed about 2.5% soluble sugar content in comparison to Brazil and
Columbia beans in all temperature treatments. This observation
suggested that the amount of soluble sugar at various roasting
temperatures was dependent on the inherent sugar content of beans in
a particular variety. The results in this investigation showed that
Angola beans roasted at 90 C contributed a greater amount of soluble
sugars to the extract in comparison to all other treatment. Since the
effects of roasting temperatures were almost parallel in all experi¬
mental varieties, one interpretation is that probably the higher
temperature treatments degraded the polysaccharides into smaller soluble
components. According to Winton and Winton' (1938), in 1936, Orsco
reported that the destruction of invert sugar due to roasting reached a
maximum at 160 C in coffee beans. Warnier in 1899 (as cited in Winton
and Winton, 1938) observed about a 2% loss of pentose sugar in
Coffea arabica and about 2.6% loss of pentose in Coffea liberica upon
roasting. Schwartz and Wagner (1935) reported a loss in sucrose with
a progressive increase in reducing sugar during roasting. At very
high temperatures, sucrose in coffee beans caramelized to form a
characteristic brown color. Considering all these observations and
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results of the present investigation, it is reasonable to think that
native sugar polymers in.coffee beans were degraded at higher tempera¬
tures and thus were readily solubilized.
On studying the effects of roasting temperatures on soluble
lipid content of extracts, Angola beans were found to have a higher
amount of soluble lipids as compared to that of Brazil and Coltimbia
varieties. No considerable difference in soluble lipid content was
noted between Brazil and Coltunbia beans until roasting temperature
had reached 70 C. A difference of about 0.5% was noted in the
amounts of soluble lipids among the experimental varieties. The
increase in soluble lipid content in fresh weight of beans due to
roasting was only 2 — 2,5%. Bengis and Anderson (1934) found no
considerable change in the amount of fat in the process of roasting
coffee beans. Only a small increase in the amount of fat in the
process of roasting coffee beans was noticed. The small Increase in
the amount of soluble lipids was probably due to an increase in the
amount of degraded derivatives, which perhaps were readily solubilized.
Meyer, et al (1968) reported that oxidative reactions occur in vegetative
fats and oils at higher temperature. The more unsaturated the lipids,
the greater was its susceptibility to oxidative randldity, Bengis and
Anderson (1932, 1934) reported that the amount of unsaturated fatty
acids in coffee beans represented about 52 — 54% of the total acids.
Lee (1968) reported that the fixed oils remain unchanged during roasting
of coffee beans while a partial loss in the amounts of volatile oils
takes place.
The effect of roasting temperatures on RNA, content of extracts
was quite pronounced. The amount of RNA. increased only around
0.00075% in fresh weight of beans of any variety used in the study.
The approximate three-fold increase in extractable RNA content in
Angola beans in comparison to Brazil and Coluaibia beans in all
treatments was probably related to the genetical differences among
the varieties. The amount of extractable RNA in untreated beans
ranged from 0,0003 — 0,0019% in fresh weight of beans. Since there
was no noticeable change in extractable RNA content in Columbia
variety at 70, 80 and 90 C treatments, these data suggest that
temperature treatment was limited by some internal factor in beans.
Bock (1967) indicated a positive effect of temperature on the hydrolysi
of RNA polymers, Hpwever, we obtained no evidence to suggest that
oligonucleotides are more soluble in water than intact RNA polymers.
During the studies of the effects of elevated temperatures on
DNA content of the extracts, it was observed that the amount of
extractable DNA at 0 C was at least ten times higher in comparison to
the amount of extractable RNA at 0 C irrespective of varieties. While
Angola beans showed more DNA, all three varieties exhibited a 100%
increase in DNA upon heating from 0 — 90 C, indicating that the
effect of elevated temperature in all experimental varieties was about
the same. Davidson (1965) reported the denaturation of DNA polymers
in dilute aqueous solution by the application of thermal energy. The
concept of degradation of DNA polymers by high temperature treatment
is well established, but whether degraded DNA products are more
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soluble in water is a highly debatable question. Since all cellular
DNA., whether it is in the mitochondria, chloroplast or nucleus, are
membrane bound it is quite probable that high temperature treatments
affected these membranes to different degrees.
On studying the effect of roasting temperatures on caffeine
content of extracts, an approximate 0,75% increase was noted in all
varieties when roasted at 90 C as compared with those at 0 C. A
difference of only about 0,25% was observed in caffeine content among
esqperimental bean varieties. Ghosh and Bagchi (1946) reported that
caffeine content in coffee beans ranged from 1 — 1.5%. Hence, the
amount of extractable caffeine in the present research was only one
third of the total amount present in beans. Hylander and Stanley (1941)
reported that the amount of caffeine in roasted coffee varied around
1%, Winton and Winton (1938) reported a slight loss in caffeine
content due to the roasting process. Clarke (1971) reported that C.
arabica contains basically 1%, and C, robusta contained 2% caffeine.
On studying the molecular character of protein polymers at 0 C
and 90 C, it was observed that Angola variety was more affected by
roasting in comparison to Brazil and Columbia varieties. In Angola
variety a marked Increase in weight of one polymer and almost total
loss in weight of other polymers occurred upon roasting at 90 C. In
the Brazil and Columbia varieties a noticeable slight decrease in the
weight of only one polymer occurred due to roasting.
During studies of the effects of 90 C on the molecular character
of sugar, it was observed that Angola and Coltunbia varieties were
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affected significantly as compared to the Brazil variety. In the
Angola variety all the detected polymers were affected to different
extents during the roasting process. A marked change in the amount
of two polymers and a gain in the amount of other two polymers
occurred during treatment at 90 C, In the Brazil variety the only
noticeable change due to roasting was a one seventh weight decrease
of one particular polymer. In the Columbia variety a marked loss in
weight of two polymers and about two-fold gain in the weight of
another polymer occurred due to roasting.
On studying the effects of 90 C on the molecular character of
RNA, the greatest variation was noticed with the Angola variety. Out
of a total of two polymers, one showed about two-fold increase and
the other showed about six-fold decrease in amount during roasting
at 90 C. In the Brazil aind Columbia varieties only a slight increase
in the amount of one particular polymer was noticed. These similarities
were probably related to the genetical similarities among the varieties.
Since in all treatments of this investigation, one large and one small
polymer were fractionated, the larger polymer probably represented
fractions of ribosomal RNA; while the small one represented fractions
of messenger RNA, From this standpoint, the presence of transfer RNA
could not be detected in this study. The smaller amount of RNA in
Brazil and Columbia beans, and the presumed absence of tRNA in all
treatments probably indicates technical difficulties in the fractionation
procedure employed.
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During studies of the effects of 90 C on the molecular character
of DNA, a marked variation was noticed between Angola and Brazil
varieties. In the Angola variety a large polymer of the amount of
1464 pg was detected within the first seven fractions of the 0 C
sample. On the other hand, two fractions in amounts of 598 and 797 pg
were collected within the first seven fractions for the 90 C sample of
the Angola variety. These observations suggest that the larger
fraction was degraded to two smaller units during the heating process.
In the Angola variety, approximately a six times decrease in amounts
of one fraction and about three-fold increase in the amount of another
fraction were also observed during roasting at 90 C. In the Brazil
variety, a large fraction of 1765 pg was degraded to two units, that
is, 427 and 722 ^g of DNA during the heating process. Similarly, the
323 pg were degraded to two fractions of 150 and 69 pg of DNA by
heating in the Brazil variety. Two fractions in amounts of 148 and
77 pg were completely degraded due to the temperature and could not be
detected by this fractionation technique. In the Columbia variety a
slight loss in the amount of the largest fraction was observed during
heating. No other noticeable change in the molecular distribution
(size) occurred during roasting of Columbia variety.
A brief discussion about the techniques employed in this research
deserves importance. A question can be raised if the techniques could
possibly affect the accuracy of the results. All colorimetric assays
applied in this research, as for example, enthrone assay or sugar
estimation, Folin assay for protein estimation and diphenylamine assay
for DNA estimation are primarily based on specific chemical reactions.
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These assays were able to detect reasonably small amounts of desired
substance. The general principle is that, within certain limits, the
intensity of color formation maintains a linear relationship with the
amount of measurable substance. Because of the specificity in chemical
reactions the chance of error due to the presence of impurity was
probably greatly reduced or, at least, could be corrected by use of a
control (blank) sample. In spectrophotometric assays for RNA and
caffeine the chance of error was probably due to vibrations and noise
which could affect the absorbance readings in Beckman DBG spectro¬
photometer and to the presence of impurities in experimental solutions.
However, the purity of RHA was checked spectrophotometrically and
caffeine was purified by paper chromatography. One of the major dis¬
advantages of these assay methods is that the presence of interfering
substances in the absorption maximum of the desired experimental
substance cannot be completely eliminated. However, the overall level
of error in this research was, at. least, controlled by use of tripli¬
cate sets of each experiment and using only the average of the results
for the interpretation of data. Since standardized conditions were
maintained with great care for the repetition of any particular experi¬
ment, the difference in optical density readings never exceeded 0.06 iqp
between any two sets of the same experiment. Many times the range in
the raw data in the triplicate sets of the same experiment was found
tp be so close that they actually overlapped after the final estimation.
The gravimetric estimation of lipids in this investigation seemed to be
rather satisfactory since only chance of error could be in the weighing
out of the extracted lipids. The closeness of data among triplicate
experiment sets of the same treatment and the distinct differences in
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data between any successive treatments probably suggests that the lack
of accuracy in techniques, if any, has not potentially affected the
fulfillment of the overall objectives.
The following conclusions can be drawn from the above discussions.
Roasting temperatures have a distinct affect on the extractable
amount and molecular character of organic polymers. In most cases the
relationship between roasting temperatures and solubility of organic
constituents was essentially linear. Varietal differences in the
amount of extractable constituents were mainly due to the differences
in the inherent amounts of a particular organic constituent and less
to the roasting temperatures. Since the Angola variety is native to
Africa and belongs in the species C. robusta. and Brazil and Columbia
varieties were developed in South America and are members of another
species, the amount and character of organic polymers found in the
beans studied probably reflect species and varietal differences. This
hypothesis probably explains the similarity of results between Brazil
and Coltunbia varieties and the distinct contrast |>etween these two
varieties and the Angola variety. Degradation of the organic polymers
due to roasting as noticed by techniques of column chromatography
probably explains the increased amount of soluble constituents at
elevated temperatures. The increase in the amount of a particular
polymer was probably due to the breakage of intermolecular bonds
releasing the molecule from the native organic complexes. Conversely,
the loss in the amount of a particular polymer was probably due to the
breakage of intramolecular bonds resulting in partial degradation of
the molecule. A slight increase in the amount of extractable caffeine
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was probably due to the release of the free base from native organic
complexes as affected by high temperature. The small amount of
extractable RNA in comparison to soluble DNA probably relates to the
small amount of RNA and protein synthesis in these beans. Since
there was only a small Increase in the amount of extractable proteins
during heating in each case, probably, only non-membrane bound proteins
were solubilized. Since maximum amounts of soluble components were
extracted at 90 C in all treatments of this investigation, this tempera¬
ture may be recommended for roasting the experimental coffee beans.
Since Angola beans generally showed a larger amount of useful soluble
components in comparison to the other varieties, this variety would be
recommended as a superior variety from a nutritional standpoint.
CHAPTER VI
SUMMARY
Coffee beans of Angola, Brazil and Columbia varieties were used
in studies designed to determine if differences existed among them in
terms of extractable organic constituents, such as protein, sugar,
lipid, DNA, RNA and caffeine when beans were heated at 30, 40, 50,
60, 70, 80 and 90 C separately for a constant time period of an hour.
The current investigation also attempted to determine whether any
varietal differences existed in the behavior of organic polymers when
beans were roasted at 90 C. The standard Folin-Lowry method and
Layne's spectrophotometric method for protein estimation, anthrone
assay procedure for sugar estimation, spectrophotometric assay for RNA
estimation, diphenylamine assay procedure for DNA estimation, ether
extraction method for lipid estimation, paper chromatography and
spectrophotometric assay method for caffeine estimation were employed
in this research, DEAE-cellulose absorbent of about 4.5 cm height and
1,8 cm diameter was used in the column fractionation technique for
studying protein, sugar and nucleic acid polymers in coffee beans. The
percentage of loss in the fresh weight of beans due to roasting was also
recorded to denote the degree of loss in moisture and volatile




The amount of soluble organic constituents in general increased
proportionally with teiq)erature. The loss in fresh weight was almost
linear in relationship to the increase in temperature. The differences
in amounts of soluble organic constituents among varieties of coffee
beans were mainly due to differences in the original amounts of
specific organic constituents present in untreated beans, and less to
the temperature effect. In most cases, varieties maintained a parallel
relationship among themselves as far as the temperature effect on soluble
constituents was concerned. Similarities in soluble constituents
between Brazil and Columbia beans and their distinct difference with
Angola beans were probably related to the genetical characters of the
varieties. A much greater amount of soluble DNA as compared to extractable
BNA in any experimental temperature probably demonstrated less synthesis
of RNA in dormant beans. Similarities between loss in fresh weight and
amounts of soluble constituents as affected by roasting temperatures
suggest that hydrolysis of complex organic pol3nners into simpler monomer
units occurred during heating. This concept probably accounts for the
increased solubility of organic constituents at higher temperatures. In
general, the Angola beans heated at 90 C contained the highest amount
of soluble constituents in the extract.
In studying the behavior of organic polymers on column frac¬
tionation no apparent change was noted in the Brazil and Columbia
varieties in regard to the protein and RNA polymers of extracts heated
to 90 C. In the Angola variety all polymers showed considerable changes
during the process of roasting. These observations may be related to the
9f
breakage of bonds due to exposure to thermal energy. The gain in
weight of a particular polymer due to heating might result from an
intermolecular breakage of bonds among native organic complexes. On
the other hand, loss in weight of a particular polymer might result
from intramolecular breakage of bonds being exposed to thermal
energy.
A critical analysis of the results reveals that the Angola
variety seemed to be the most desirable commercial variety from the
viewpoint of contributing the highest amount of sugar and protein
polymers to the extract.
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Reagent C for protein estimation (Lowry, et al. 1951)
One milliliter of 0.5% CuSo^ and 1 ml. of 1% sodium potassium
tartrate were thoroughly mixed with 50 ml. of 27» Na2C02 in 0.1 N
NaOH just prior to use.
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APPENDIX B
Anthrone reagent for sugar estimation (Deriaz. 1961)
Seven hundred and sixty milliliters of cone, ^280^ was added
to 330 ml. of water, cooled to room temperature and made up to one
liter at 20 C with water. One gram of thiourea and 1 g. of
anthrone were successively dissolved in this solution, and the
reagent was stored in the refrigerator.
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APPENDIX C
Diphenylamine reagent for DNA estimation (Burton. 1956)
Eight grams of diphenylamine, 800 ml. of glacial
and 22 ml, cone, H2S0^ were thoroughly mixed, stored at
warmed to room temperature just before use.
acetic acid,
2 C and
